Architect and Artist’s Rural
Retreat. A Showcase of
Form and Function
Part One of a Three Part Series
By KARIN MELBERG SCHWIER
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“Organic buildings are the strength and lightness of the
spiders’ spinning, buildings qualified by light, bred by
native character to environment, married to the ground.”
– Frank Lloyd Wright
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Heney and Gwen Klypak take a cup of tea
to the living room, and settle back in their
Eames lounge chairs, taking a break from
her textile art, his architectural design.
Beyond the expanse of glazed windows,
the panoramic prairie spreads to the
southeast. The conversation tapers off,
and they become engaged with the outside
landscape. With such reverence for nature
in design, materials, colours and textures
inside and out, it’s hard to tell exactly where
house and horizon begin and end.
This is the dream home the Klypaks
envisioned for years, a sanctuary delicately
integrated into the natural setting, a living
space that barely disturbed the space upon
which it was built. Now complete, it almost
appears to have grown from the landscape,
existing over the ravine as if it had always
been there.
As an architect, Heney has designed
and built award-winning commercial and
residential spaces. One current project
is the Rumley Building luxury condos in
downtown Saskatoon. He headed up a redesign of a Saskatchewan Crescent home,
winning a Heritage Award in 2003. But
he’s always longed for the kind of home
where he could completely follow his own
design desires. Deeply influenced by the
importance of site responsiveness in Frank
Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater in Pennsylvania
and Richard Neutra’s simplistic modernist
design principles used in the Kaufman
House in California, Heney dreamed of one
day creating his own dream house.
Heney, principal architect with Klypak
Rusick Architects, and Gwen, a textile artist
and juried member of the Saskatchewan
Craft Council, were living on an acreage
outside of Saskatoon when Heney literally
ran across what he’d been hoping for. As
a former competitive runner, he liked to
combine his love for the sport with his deep
attraction to the natural prairie. His route
took him across land cut by a shallow coulee
and creek. He was so moved by the area that
the couple approached the farmer about
buying the back 80 acres (60 in arable land,
20 in prairie and creek).
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Left/Below: Wall art is an important aspect of this minimalist,
contemporary space. The piece seen here is titled STRUCTURIST
RELIEF # 2 by Eli Bornstein.

The planning began to create the kind of house Heney had
always longed to build–a leap of faith he’d never quite been
able to convince a residential client to take. After jumping
a few hoops regarding municipal subdivision regulations,
land use, site inspections and soil testing, the project began in
May, 2009.
“Being an architect, I appreciate how important it is to have the
right site,” Heney explains. “We loved the spot, but it took us quite
awhile to situate the house.”
Gwen laughs. “We had a bench. We’d situate it on the hill and sit
there for a while and try to imagine our living space. Then we’d
pick it up and move it somewhere else and sit and do the same
thing.” She smiles at Heney. “Then just as we started building,
Heney tweaked the position of the house one more time in relation
to the creek.”
The style of the Klypak home resembles the Frank Lloyd Wrightstyle “prairie house” with its low horizontal lines, low-pitched
roof, open and airy floor plan and a chimney located at the centre.
The overhanging eaves help the structure cling to the side of the
hill over the creek, and puts one in mind of a tree that has been
shaped by the elements. This is not a cookie cutter home. It is
unusual, yet in an unexpected way; to be entirely clever and more
accurate, it looks just Wright.
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Left and Above: The Klypaks believe that a home should be built for the current owner, not for the future buyer. This open concept living/dining/kitchen
area fits their lifestyle perfectly. Frank Lloyd Wright’s “prairie house” style is seen in this home with the use of low horizontal lines, a low-pitched roof
and the open floor plan.

Heney is a firm believer in designing for the people who will work
or live in the space. Even if one building is similar to another, he
keeps the client – whether commercial or residential – in mind at
all times.
“I know that no two families are the same,” he says. “So when I
have a client, I design for those people and their lifestyle. It’s not
for some future buyer. That’s how you should design. Most often,
when you buy a house, even from a customer builder, you’re still
fitting your lifestyle to the house instead of the other way around,”
he explains. “Some people are okay with that. Others keep moving
because it never really feels right.”
One of the most freeing aspects of a home designed in the
minimalist, contemporary style is that it doesn’t tolerate a lot of
clutter. As the couple began packing up their belongings to move
in, Gwen said they were astounded at the amount of possessions
they had accumulated.
“We told the kids to come take what they wanted from this
mountain in the basement and we donated a lot. It felt so good
to purge ourselves of stuff that we’d not used or even seen in
years,” she says. “Everything that’s been chosen for this home
has a purpose, a reason. It’s not a house made for filling up with
things. It’s very freeing to rid yourself of a lot of that.” An artist
herself, Gwen cannot bear to part with what they’ve collected, but
not everything needs to be on display. Instead, she says, “We’ll
have changing exhibitions!”
Heney agrees: “Ever-changing landscape is our art.” With
breathtaking prairie vistas, including the tipi of nearby Wanuskewin,
it’s hard to imagine a need for anything more beautiful on walls
than windows. The changing landscape presents a changing
exhibition of seasonal foliage and fauna like coyotes, deer, beaver,
birds, and ducks. A familiar kingfisher and blue herons fish in the
creek below the house. Aside from a garden area, all natural
prairie grasses and shrubs will be left undisturbed, a veritable
wild Garden of Eden for the Klypak grandson to explore. They call

their home Opimihaw Run with respect to the First Nations who
see the Opimihaw area as a place of great spiritual significance.
“If you’ve got a great site, you’ve got to design a complimentary
building so that in the end, it looks like it was always meant to
be here,” Heney insists. “There’s a walking trail down along the
creek. When you’re down there, turn back and look at the house.
It seems to grow up out of the landscape and extend out over
the creek as if it was meant to. Our home has really helped us
rediscover nature.”
“The architect should strive continually to simplify; the ensemble of the
rooms should then be carefully considered that comfort and utility may
go hand in hand with beauty.”
				
– Frank Lloyd Wright

Form and Function
According to Heney Klypak
“No house should ever be on a hill or on anything. It should be
of the hill. Belonging to it. Hill and house should live together
each the happier for the other.” – Frank Lloyd Wright
• Home meant as a modernist counterpoint to natural
pristine setting.
• Attention paid to the views of the house and the
surroundings upon approach.
• Simple modernist styling important to generate a form
that visually connects with the creek and surrounding
natural prairie. Important for house to flow out of the
creek bank and respond to natural slopes.
• Shape of home, organization of interior spaces, and capturing of
views, established from responding to context. Large southeast
facing windows frame creek valley. Eastern view frames a distant
boulder on sloping creek bank while the west axis overlooks
proposed garden area.
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A model created of the home by Heney Klypak shows the
Frank Lloyd Wright principle of “site responsiveness.”

“No house should ever be on a hill...It should be of the hill.
Belonging to it. Hill and house should live together each
the happier for the other.”
– Frank Lloyd Wright
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Heney Klypak has designed
and built award-winning
spaces for commercial and
residential clients. But he’s
always hoped to follow his
own design desires. Deeply
influenced by the importance
of site responsiveness of
Frank Lloyd Wright and
Richard Neutra, Heney longed
to one day create his own
dream house.
It seems many brilliant ideas,
from a perfect wedding
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dress design to an exquisite
bouillabaisse, start out as a
few notes and lines sketched
on a serviette or the back
of a gas receipt. So it was
with Opimihaw Run, Heney’s
modernist counterpoint to a
natural pristine prairie setting.

notebook with a design that
hugs the horizon in Frank Lloyd
Wright’s “prairie house” style.
Neighboring
Wanuskewin
Heritage Site administration
expressed a desire in seeing
the home design responsive to
the natural setting.

Saskatoon based architect
Heney and Gwen, a textile
artist, dreamed from a bench
overlooking a ravine on their
newly acquired 80 acres.
Heney’s sketches filled his

“They felt an ‘urban style’
would take away from the
pristine
character
that
surrounds
Wanuskewin,”
Heney explains. “We kept
this in mind when developing
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the exterior appearance and
the color picks up the hues
of natural prairie grasses and
tree bark.” The Klypaks also
gave a nod to more recent
local inhabitants. The silver
corrugated metal clad to the
overhangs was a response to
a prairie farm icon – the metal
grain storage bin.

Task analysis
Within the context of purposefulness, Heney knew that each space and its
purpose needed to be carefully planned. While some designers grapple with
form versus function, Heney knew one couldn’t exist effectively without the other. They wanted a design that would maximize the utility of all spaces and reduce
the home’s impact on the environment and the pocketbook.
“We began with a room analysis for each space,” explains Heney. Heney takes
his own clients through this exercise to help them not only visualize each area,
but also zero in on specifics. Questions include where the room needs to be in
relation to others, its feel and character, and particulars like communications,
electrical, plumbing and millwork.
For the Klypaks, some questions led to significant changes to their wish list.
“We had thought of sustainable cork as the main floor material but research indicated cork restricts the efficiency of radiant in-floor heat.” In fact, he adds,
“Carpet is the worst thing to use over in-floor heated floor decks.” They opted for
polished concrete, except on stairs and in the kitchen where cork, a renewable
resource, will cushion their steps.
“We’d never lived in a house with a hard surface so we weren’t sure about the
concrete,” says Gwen, “We did the cork in the kitchen area where we stand for
periods of time at the island, the counter, and sink. It’s warm, easy to look after
and has a little give. I love this floor!”

FOR EXCLUSIVE ONLINE CONTENT:

www.saskatoon-home.ca/extras.htm

Go online to see an exclusive video tour of this home and to
get a blank template to complete your own room analysis.
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The basic biggies
Heney’s first impressions
for the house and how the
spaces would sit on the site
were developed in schematic
form. The concept developed
further as the couple responded to the room analysis
questions. Discussions about
efficiencies and features
ranged from small energysaving practices right through
to structural considerations.
Some of the big decisions
involved the very core of the
home to ensure the house almost heats and cools itself.
The home’s primary heating system is in-floor hot
water heating powered by a
Viesman boiler, purported to
be the most energy efficient
boiler on the market. Concrete floors in 95 per cent of
the home act as a heat sink,
reducing the frequency of
supplementing heat from the
in-floor heat system.
Snug is an apt adjective
regarding insulation. The insulated concrete form (ICF)
foundation system gives approximately an R-26 value.
Windows are triple pane
sealed glazing units complete
with two loe-E coatings plus
argon gas fill between the
glass panes. Roof insulation is
R-40. Exterior walls are R-30.
“We paid a lot of attention
to providing air flow throughout the entire house,” says
Gwen. Heney designed all
the windows so we have
lovely cross ventilation when
they’re open.”
Cirque de solei
Early on as the design
evolved, Heney thought about
sunshine - lots of it, the direction of it, the benefits and problems associated with it. Further
design development focused
on strategies to reduce heat
52
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build-up with exterior shading
devices to block out direct sun
penetration at different times
of the day and year.
“A large expanse of glass
facing southeast provides us
with passive solar heat gain.
By the time the sun might
be a problem, around noon,
the large overhangs provide
shading. However, louvered
sunshades block direct sun
penetration into the lower
level windows. These will
be installed this summer. In
winter, the glass combined
with the thermal mass of the
concrete floor provides the
passive solar system for the
home. A white granular roof
membrane reflects sunlight,
which helps reduce interior
heat gain.
Smaller things are considered, too. When current interior lamps require replacement, they will be swapped
out with LED lamps. This
alone reduces energy consumption by at least 75 per
cent. Because the large glass
areas are such a prominent
feature, they greatly reduce
the need for artificial light
during the day.
Water works
Rural homeowners develop
a keen sense of appreciation
for water and saving it for a
not-so-rainy day. Heney included water conservation as
the plan evolved. While water
for their own use comes from
a lower pressure water line
from SaskWater, they take
benefit from Mother Nature
for other needs.
“We harvest rain from our
roof into three holding tanks
with a combined water storage capacity of 3,000 gallons,”
explains Heney. “The water is
intended for garden watering
and for grass fire protection.”
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The Klypak’s home model.

The Klypak’s home model.

Watering lawns doesn’t fit
with this xeriscaped space.
The Klypaks are mindful this
area belongs to those other
than themselves. “We reduced the impact of the house
on the natural prairie by restricting the extent of landscaping to six metres around
the home,” Heney says. “The
rest is undisturbed prairie.”
In for the long haul
Heney’s SGI projects involve converting homes to
be more accessible for people who have become disabled. This hasn’t been lost
on Heney. The couple’s final
plan captured forward thinking about potential problems

with stairs as they age. The
transition from outside to
in is all on one level and all
doorways are wide. All doors
and cabinets feature levers
rather than difficult-to-manipulate knobs. Washrooms
are designed for accessibility. Two showers have wide
doors and no curb to step
over, achieved by recessing the floor deck for proper
shower floor drainage. The
planning goes even deeper.
“We’ve given a lot of
thought to ease of living as
we get older. We have an elevator shaft that’s not functional now, other than as a
wine cellar,” Gwen laughs.
But it’s ready for the instal-

lation of the elevator itself
when they need it. “We’re
hoping to grow old here and
do so very comfortably.”
Design evolution
takes time
The Klypaks secured their
dream piece of prairie over a
handshake with the farmer
quite quickly, but it took over
two years to iron out subdivision and road access issues. While anxious to get
their home built, the couple
used the time well for the
planning process.
“After continuous refinement, we ended up with a finalized floor layout which we
ultimately built,” says Heney.
Summer 2011

“This final plan incorporated
the evolution of our ideas
about how we made the home
more compact, with every
space tailored for its purpose.”
Heney cites a statistic
that suggests 70 per cent of
a person’s lifespan is spent
indoors. “There is a direct relationship to someone’s wellbeing and the environment
in which they spend most of
their time,” he insists.
“Knowing the home’s impact on the environment is
low, that form and function
work beautifully together, and
that it supports stress-free
living, is all part of the design.”
• • • • •
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“The home should be the treasure chest of living.”
–Le Corbusier
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He’s a heritage awardwinning Saskatoon architect;
she’s a textile artist and juried
member of the Saskatchewan
Craft Council. Heney and
Gwen Klypak are also prairie
pioneers of sorts. Over
the last few years, they
imagined, designed and built
a sanctuary, a dream home
that is a delicate balance
between form, function and
the natural setting. Theirs is
a living space that appears to
have grown from the prairie
landscape, moulded into the
contours of the creek below
as if it has always been there.
From earnest beginnings
as sketches in Heney’s
notebook, Opimihaw Run
drew inspiration from works
by Frank Lloyd Wright and
Richard Neutra. An architect
trained to think in broad
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strokes as well as the social
minutiae that make living
spaces work well, Heney had
more than a small advantage
over many homeowners
who choose to be their
own construction manager.
Not only did he have a
wellspring of quality, trusted
sub-trades with whom he had
worked on other projects,
but also his designer mind
could anticipate miniscule
details that would ultimately
influence
the
home’s
function and comfort. Armed
with that futuristic view
as well as the certainty
that things could be built
very well, thank you, in an
un-standard way, Heney
was able to create a home
purpose-built
for
their
needs, incorporating elegant
details throughout.
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The details
are everything
The rallying cry of realtors
is all about location, and the
Klypaks couldn’t have found
a better spot. But for Heney
and Gwen, it’s the detail
work that makes their home
breathtakingly
exceptional.
It’s the little jawdroppers: a
polished stainless steel edge to
the exterior sidewalk provides
protection to the concrete;
as a safety feature, it reflects
moonlight similar to airplane infloor lighting. A recessed track
built in to the roof overhang
allows a hook and safety line
to be clipped to a harness,
much like a mountain climber’s,
when someone is washing the
impressive expanse of glass
windows. Heney’s home office
is multi-purpose with a Murphy
bed custom designed to fold
up and blend in as a bookcase.
Anticipating advancing

Fall 2011
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Introducing The Cottages at Elk Ridge,
a master planned vacation community
located in the heart of the Lakeland region.

To receive additional information call

1.800.510.1824 Ext 527 or 306.380.7931

www.elkridgeresort.com

With prices starting as low as $290,000*
including a turnkey revenue option in our rental pool,
everyone can own their fully titled, four season piece of
paradise that includes the amenities of Elk Ridge Resort,
Waskesiu and the Prince Albert National Park.

*Cottage renderings are not exact representations
and prices are subject to change
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years, a dormant elevator shaft
waits for completion when the
time is right.
The Klypaks discussed a few
of their “little gems” that were
included in the design; some
simple, some more complex,
but all add up to complete and
utter satisfaction with their
dream home.
“We just celebrated our
first anniversary of living
in our new home,” says
Heney. “After one year, we
concluded we wouldn’t have
changed any of our design
decisions. We did incorporate
a few things that were
not in the original budget,
like the ceiling – installed
surround sound system and
the combination of glass
and screen enclosed deck. I
always recommend to clients

they carry a contingency
to cover the few things that
make sense during building.”
In this case, the Klypaks took
their own advice and haven’t
regretted paying the few
extra dollars to get exactly
what they wanted.
Though they find it difficult
to keep the list short, the
Klypaks offer a list of a few of
their best-loved details:
Klypak favourites
Glass treatment
The view is perhaps the
most stunning feature, so
large expanses of triple
glazed glass serve to
showcase it. Heney wanted
no mullions, or posts, at the
corner windows. “I built a
prototype of a seamless,
Fall 2011
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airtight connection and took it to a
glass company,” Heney explains. “We
consulted with the glass manufacturer
to create a triple glazed window unit
designed to receive a narrow width of
silicone seal at the exterior glass corner.”

Sans door, window casings, baseboards

Concrete
aggregate
cork inserts

Interior/exterior lighting

floors

with

Ninety-five percent of the flooring is
concrete, complete with a radiant in-floor
heat system. The concrete aggregate
provides an interesting and dynamic look
to the polished surface. Sustainable cork
was selected to provide a cushioned work
area in the kitchen and also on the stairs
where cork instep is paired with maple. “I
absolutely love these floors!” Gwen says.
Indoor/outdoor deck
This area was thoughtfully designed
with a guardrail, expanses of glass
offering unobstructed views of the
creek, sliding glass, and retractable bug
screens. A modernist wood-burning
fireplace provides the least obstruction
to the panoramic view.

A lot trickier for the drywaller who
can mask an opening or edge that isn’t
exactly true, frameless door and window
openings provide a clean, sleek look.

Lighting is both functional and
aesthetic, creating subtle mood or
dramatic character. “Again, you need
to know what you need the light to
accomplish in an area. Reading, working,
relaxing, cooking,” explains Gwen. “The
thought you put in about that at the start
really pays off.”
Artist studio space
Gwen’s studio requirements included
700 square feet of floor area with
abundant natural light and full spectrum
lighting for evening work. The studio
space, located in the lower level, has
a direct view and walk-out access to
the creek. The studio features nine foot
high ceilings, complete with a two-sided
natural gas fireplace integrated into

• • • • •
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the demising wall between
Heney’s office and Gwen’s
studio area. Access to the
studio by Gwen’s students
is by a glass block-wrapped
stairwell adjacent to the front
entrance. Like Heney’s office,
both spaces can easily be
converted to accommodate
weekend guests.

you can put some thought
into what you want to use that
space for. It’s the same process
you use when you are thinking
about how space in your home
is used.” What a homeowner
wants to accomplish can be
incorporated as well as how
it visually and functionally
complements the house design.

Garage drainage

House karma

“Think about the garage
floor in winter when you drive
in. Snow melts, where does the
water go? Usually just all over
the floor and it just sits there,”
Heney says. “Or you slope the
floor so it’ll drain out under the
overhead door, but then it’ll
freeze the door to the floor.”
However, an interceptor pit
built into the floor with a grate
allows water and slush to drain
away. A submersible pump
empties the interceptor pit.

The positioning of the
residence in relation to
Opimihaw Creek and the
surrounding
prairie
has
exceeded
the
couple’s
expectations in so many ways.

Man shed
A garage can be more than
just a place to park the car. “You
can go out and buy a garage
package, pour a concrete
slab and you’re done,” Heney
says, who built a detached
“man shed” to store an extra
vehicle or two, plus acreage
maintenance equipment. “Or
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“People who come here
can’t believe the birds and
wildlife that surround the
house and the tranquility. It’s
magical at any time of day,
any time of year.” Heney
pauses and smiles. “I think
something was telling us we
got it right.”
Go inside Heney and Gwen
Klypak’s
home
with
an
exclusive video tour. Also,
collect the first two parts of
this series, and complete your
own room analysis online at
www.saskatoon-home.ca/extras.htm

